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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the CSA robotic manipulatorbased system developed to remotely conduct sample
acquisition, storage, and transfer back to a
lander/ascent vehicle. The prototype system was integrated with a rover and demonstrated during an
emulated lunar sample return mission scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Lunar Analogue
Exploration Deployment (LEAD) and the European
Space Agency (ESA) Human Operations Precursor
Experiments (HOPE) projects collaborated to conduct two joint mission simulations in 2017 and 2019,
emulating various segments of the ESA’s Human
Enhanced Robotic Architecture and Capability for
Lunar Exploration and Science (HERACLES). The
2019 LEAD/HOPE focused on having operators carry out a HERACLES-inspired lunar sample return
mission [1] using a CSA rover [2]. Amongst the various tests conducted, a key concept demonstration
during LEAD 2019 was a rover-based system to acquire, handle, and deliver rocks and soil samples to a
lander/ascent vehicle. This paper presents this Sample Handling Subsystem (SHS) and reports on the
demonstrated capabilities through LEAD 2019 and
subsequent tests and characterization activities.
2

a. Loose regolith volume: > 25 cm³
b. Gravel size: > 1 cm
c. Hand sample size: > 5 cm
As many as 10 to 30 samples, made up of all sample
types, had to be accommodated. It was also mandatory to avoid mixing samples when stored. It was
deemed acceptable to reuse the same tool(s) through
multiple sampling activities, provided crosscontamination could be mitigated operationally to
some extent. This could be done, for example, by
scooping the material to be sampled, discarding it to
partially “rinse” previous sample traces in the scoop,
and finally re-scooping a fresh section of the material
to keep.
3

SAMPLE HANDLING SUBSYSTEM (SHS)

The SHS is a prototype robotic manipulator-based
system used on a rover to conduct sample acquisition,
storage, and transfer to a lander/ascent vehicle, in an
emulated lunar mission. Its components are outlined
in Fig. 1, and seen in Fig. 2. Key software elements,
from on-board control logic to remote operator control interface, complete the SHS.

BACKGROUND

The target scenario is a lunar mission where a rover
would be controlled from Earth to collect samples.
All systems therefore must operate under a representative communication link, including a typical 3 to
10 seconds of delay, potentially variable over time,
and very limited bandwidth constraining the amount
of situational awareness data that can be transmitted.
The lunar sample return mission concept called for
three types of surface samples to be collected: regolith, gravel size rocks, and hand sample size rocks.
Consultations with planetary geologists led to establish the following set of minimal sample size requirements:

Figure 1: Overview of the SHS
Each component is discussed in the following sections. Where prototype masses are noted, it is expected that mass reductions are achievable with further design effort.
To increase reliability and offer a reasonable path to
flight, the SHS solution focused on meeting the sampling requirements while keeping the concepts and
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approaches as simple as possible. Because the SHS
must interact with unstructured and a priori unknown
environments, a reliable, fully autonomous sampling
system would be complex and challenging to develop. On the other end of the spectrum, the communication constraints make it unrealistic to have operators close the loop in real time from the ground. The
SHS approach is in between, driven by remote operators that trigger on-board automated sequences. The
short delays enable operators to monitor the activities
and react when needed, while the automated sequences handle all in situ actions in the safest and
quickest way possible.
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up to ~100 cm³ of loose soil and gravel size rocks up
to ~2 cm in size. An actuated thumb fitted to the
scoop provides gripper functionalities, enabling the
grasping of rocks in the ~4 to 10 cm range. The scoop
is narrow with very sharp edges and teeth to maximize the ground pressure applied by the robotic arm.
This effectively facilitates excavation.
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Claws

Figure 4: The SRG anatomy

Figure 2: SHS on rover, conducting night operations
The six degrees of freedom (DoF) manipulator used
for the SHS is a commercial Universal Robots UR5.
Its controller unit has been modified to run off the
rover’s main battery, to reduce its mass and volume
and to interface with the SHS payloads (Robotic Tool
Interface - RTIs, Scoop-Rake-Gripper - SRG, Sample
Canister - SaC). The arm controller power draw was
limited to 80 W and movements performed at low
speeds (typ. < 5 cm/s) to emulate lunar mission constraints. Two workspace cameras on the rover chassis
front side, close to the ground provide situational
awareness of the workspace covered by the arm and
tools (Fig. 3).

To minimize complexity, the scoop is fully passive,
relying on the robotic arm’s actuators to operate.
Multiple features are implemented to prevent samples
from remaining stuck inside the bucket: 1) The bucket is mounted on a spring-loaded pivot. The robotic
arm can pivot the scoop by pushing its tip against a
fixed surface (e.g., rod). By moving away from this
surface, the spring snaps the bucket back to its nominal position, effectively tapping its back side against
its support structure at end of travel1 (Fig. 5). 2) The
back of the bucket is flexible (spring steel interior
surface) which deforms in the rest position to help
expel the material1. 3) The bucket geometry minimizes soil compaction when scooping. 4) While an aluminum version of the bucket demonstrated good performance, stainless steel was used for the final prototype, reducing bucket to soil friction. The aluminum
and stainless steel prototypes respectively weigh
332 g and 600 g without the RTI.
The tip of the scoop can be used to rake the ground.
The scoop’s passive spring loaded pivot facilitates
the automated raking of uneven ground without adding control constraints on the robotic arm.

Figure 3: Workspace camera views
4

SCOOP-RAKE-GRIPPER (SRG) TOOL

The SRG (Fig. 4) is the arm’s end-effector tool used
to acquire rocks and soil samples. Its scoop can hold

1

Note that these features (tapping the scoop, deformable back wall) performed significantly better when
combined than individually during early tests.
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Sharp claws at the back of the scoop assembly are
designed to break and rip harder consolidated soils,
facilitating digging. This approach was inspired by
excavator bucket designs used to dig permafrost.
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moves and starts slipping away during manipulation.
These features performed well in grasping rock samples during testing. Failure of the thumb, unless it is
closed, would not impede the scoop usability.
Closing the thumb completely once the scoop is filled
can provide coarse sieving capability. By flipping the
scoop down, most of the soil will typically fall from
the scoop while gravel bigger than ~1.5 cm will be
retained by the thumb. Scoop tapping can be executed with thumb closed to improve this sieving process.
Omitting the thumb would remove the capability of
picking up rocks and sieving samples, but would
make the tool easier to build and qualify for space,
while reducing its mass. The resulting scoop would
become fully passive, requiring no actuators, no electronics, no sensors and no small mechanisms.
5

Figure 5: Scoop tap sequence with fixed rod above
SaC
A side pin serves to actuate other surrounding subsystems with the robotic arm, like indexing the sample canister and pivoting its doors.

ROBOTIC TOOL INTERFACE (RTI)

The RTI (Fig. 7) is a lightweight, sturdy, low power
interface enabling automated docking/undocking of
tools. It is used to interface mechanically and electrically the SRG to the robotic arm, secure the SaC in
its cradle on the rover, and allow the arm to pick up
and transfer the SaC to the lander.

A small side brush is attached to the SRG. It proved
useful to brush off spilled soil from the sample canister (Fig. 6) to guarantee proper door closure. The
width of the SaC narrow compartments and the scoop
being similar increases the risk of having such spills
around the opening, depending on the soil properties.
Figure 7: RTI tool (left) and master (right) sides

Figure 6: SRG side brush cleaning door opening
The thumb actuator is driven by simple electronics
under an on-off (open-close) control scheme which
only requires power during transitions between open
and closed states. Electrical interface to the arm controller’s IOs is done through the RTI. Spring-loaded
contact detection embedded in the thumb is used to
detect when the grasp is effective. This also provides
an automatic re-grasp behaviour if the grabbed rock

The RTI design is inspired from a ¼" audio jack connector. It is a direct evolution of the proof of concept
RTI developed by CSA in 2017 (Fig. 8). The current
version provides more adequate load handling, tighter
docking tolerances, and more electrical contacts (6)
for power and data. It features a simple but reliable
switchable magnetic latch that it is easily made precise, allowing little to no play, involves a simpler
mechanical design, will not be as easily affected by
dusty environments since no moving parts are exposed, requires no power unless momentarily switching between the latch and unlatched states, and provides graceful handling of overloads as the interface
will simply disconnect itself without sustaining damage. The magnetic latch used is an off-the-shelf
switchable magnet with a modified base to match the
RTI tool side cone tip. As shown in Fig. 9, when unlatched, the switchable magnet structure shunts its
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two permanent magnet’s fields, leaving little to no
magnetic fields outside the device itself. Rotating one
of its internal permanent magnets by 180° puts the
device in latch mode, where the structure around the
magnet exposes the two poles. Inserting a ferromagnetic piece (the cone tip in our case) between the two
poles closes the magnetic circuit, holding the ferromagnetic piece against the magnet structure with little magnetic fields outside the device itself. Static
pull tests demonstrated >142 N (32 lbf) pull force,
which meets our initial RTI target capability of at
least 100 N.
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its base in order to enable free rotation around its axis
when docked. This is used by the SaC rear side. This
rotatable version weighs 228 g. In the SHS architecture, tool side RTIs are used on the SRG (Fig. 4) and
SaC (Fig. 12, Fig. 13).

Figure 10: RTI tool side, standard (left) and rotatable (right)

Figure 8: 2017 RTI preliminary proof of concept

The master side RTI (Fig. 7) is the active side of the
interface and is mounted at the tip of the robot arm.
Its main structure is made of aluminum to minimize
mass and avoid shunting the latch mechanism magnetic field. The magnetic latch mechanism is actuated
by a small DC motor, powered by the arm controller,
that rotates the switchable magnet shaft, consuming
power only when transitioning between latched and
unlatched states. A hexagonal shaft on the master
side RTI allows users to manually drive the switchable magnet without using the motor. A potential use
of this fully mechanical drive could be for the rover/cradle RTI to be actuated by the robotic arm instead of being motorized. An identical master side
RTI is installed on the rover to hold the SaC on the
cradle assembly, while a third master RTI serves as
the SaC docking device on the LTF. The master side
RTI total mass is 783 g.

Figure 9: RTI switchable magnetic latch principle
The RTI is composed of tool side (male) and a master
side (female) mating together. The tool side RTI,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 10, is fully passive and contains no
moving parts. Its structural piece is made of stainless
steel to handle the required loads. The cone tip is
made of steel to effectively close the magnetic circuit
when the interface is latched. The electrical contact
rings are made of copper while the isolating spacers
are 3D printed parts made of ABS. The copper was
left bare to simplify manufacturing. It does oxidize
over time so a plating (e.g., nickel) could be considered in the future. The standard base has four radial
notches to lock rotation relative to the master side. It
also has four tangential notches to dock with the fork
type tool holder. This standard tool side RTI weighs
238 g, and 256 g with mounting screws. A modified
tool side RTI (Fig. 10) is designed without notches at

Figure 11: SRG tool attached to arm via the RTI
When mated (Fig. 11), the RTI design minimizes
dust ingress. Unmated, however, dust accumulation
on parts exposed could affect capability to dock and
degrade electrical contacts. Dust caps and plugs have
therefore been implemented. Seen on front RTI of
SaC in Fig. 14 is one such cap, pulled away using the
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master RTI hook (Fig. 11) when time comes for the
arm to grab the SaC to transfer it to the lander.
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SAMPLE CANISTER (SAC)

The SaC (Fig. 12) is used to store samples of soil and
rocks. It features twelve individual sample compartments, but its modular design could be scaled to 6, 18
or 24. Its hexagonal prism shape was selected to simplify manufacturing, but the design could be changed
to cylindrical if required. Compartments have their
own access door to minimize cross-contamination
between samples and avoid single point failures.
While the SaC can receive power via the RTI, the
concept remains fully passive. The indexing to select
compartments and the opening/closing of doors are
done through manipulation by the arm and SRG.
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Each compartment lid is spring loaded to open when
its latch is pushed to the side (Fig. 15). The latches
are also spring loaded; pushing an open lid down will
latch it closed. This enables the arm to open/close the
lids without requiring additional actuator or sensor on
the SaC. Each compartment lid includes a gasket to
seal the compartment. Sealing will require further
study for a flight version to address gasket sticking
over long durations and to provide long-term, high
fidelity sealing for a sample return transit.

Figure 14: SaC docked to the cradle, with dust cap
on front RTI

Figure 12: SaC

Figure 13: SaC internal compartments and side view
The compartments are laid out in two rows (narrow
and wide) and each row has two sizes of compartments (Fig. 13). The narrow row has 3.95 cm
× 10.3 cm openings, providing compartments of
184 cm³ and 463 cm³ (three of each) used for storing
soil and gravel. The wider row has 10.3 cm
× 10.3 cm openings, offering 394 cm³ and 993 cm³
compartments to store larger rocks. The three small
compartments can typically accommodate rocks of
up to ~5 cm diameter while the three large ones
would fit rocks up to ~8 cm. The centre of the SaC is
hollow, as seen in Fig. 13, to provide room for potential cooling system and/or electrical components.

The rear and front faces of the SaC are each fitted
with a 30 cm diameter support disc and a tool side
RTI. The rear RTI positions and holds the canister on
the rover by locking it to the rover master side RTI
(Fig. 14). That RTI is a rotatable version, allowing
the SaC to rotate on its cradle, but not move axially.
To change the active (top) compartments, the SaC is
rotated by the arm, using the side pin of the SRG to
push against the support disc’s cut-outs. A limit
switch in contact with the rear disc triggers to indicate each time the top surface of the hexagon is horizontal w.r.t. the cradle. The RTI on the front side is
used to grab the SaC with the manipulator for its
transfer to the lander. This RTI is a standard (nonrotatable) version. The cradle tubes on the rover handle the loads resulting from the SaC and its manipulation while the rover master side RTI is mounted on a
compliant structure to reduce loads on the SaC and
the RTI.
The wide doors have dot patterns engraved on their
surface to allow visual identification of which compartment is “active” (on top) from the rover’s camera
views (Fig. 14).
The SaC prototype shown is made of aluminum, except for hardware and the support discs, with a total
mass of 3.90 kg (3.38 kg without the RTIs).
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stow arm, then deploy over target, then contact target.
As a result, this control logic is robust, modular and
easy to update to accommodate additional functionalities. As demonstrated in LEAD 2019, since operator
control is done at a high level, the resulting scheme is
highly tolerant to degraded communication links
where variable delays and limited bandwidth are expected.

Figure 15: Releasing door latch with the SRG
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LANDER TRANSFER FIXTURE (LTF)

The LTF receives the SaC on the lander when transferred from the rover. Its contour provides simple
alignment features enabling operators to position the
rover using overlays on the rover camera views
(Fig. 16). The LTF wedge shape allows the arm to
align and dock the SaC to the master side RTI at the
bottom using an automated sequence that pushes the
SaC against it with a few steps of force-moment accommodation. This setup requires no visual servoing,
no real-time operator inputs and no precise
knowledge of the rover-to-lander transform.
8

Figure 16: Aligning rover to the lander/LTF using
camera overlays

CONTROL SCHEME

A set of close to 80 on-board automated sequences
(scripts) enable the acquisition, storage and delivery
of samples. A user interface, running under the Apogy framework [3], allows the operators to launch and
monitor sample handling activities without having to
close the loop in real time. Given that the system
must interact with unstructured and a priori unknown
environments, the control logic is broken down into
sequences small enough to provide the operators with
the flexibility to intervene at each step under offnominal situations, e.g., validate enough material has
been sampled by the scoop before storing it into SaC.
In many cases, a series of sequences could be triggered automatically when operators are confident that
a more “hands-off” procedure will succeed, e.g., un-

Figure 17:Tool positioning over target sampling area
in APOGY
9

RESULTS

The LEAD 2019 mission simulation and characterization demonstrated that with minimal training, operators could remotely collect and store rocks and soil
samples of various natures, and transfer the SaC to a
lander using the SHS. During the four days of the
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2019 LEAD/HOPE campaign [2], the teams successfully collected two rocks (Fig. 19) and one soil sample over their 1.59 km of traverses. It took on average
100 minutes to collect a sample, from the initial rover
alignment phase to the end of the sampling operation
with the arm stowed. Subsequent tests executed with
operators more familiar with the SHS, typically required 15 to 30 minutes to scoop soil and 20 to 45
minutes to grasp a rock, from rover alignment to end
of operation (arm stowed). These were conducted
with a simulated 10 sec. round-trip communication
delay. Because every sample and its surrounding site
is unique, deriving quantitative performance statistics
remains challenging. A very high rate of success has,
however, been demonstrated. Failure cases can typically succeed by tweaking the tool positioning and
trying again if time permits. The biggest challenge to
address remains the assessment of rocks sizes from
the camera views. While camera overlays enable the
operators to get a very good size estimate once a rock
has been grasped by the SRG, assessing their sizes
before attempting to pick them up proved very difficult. LEAD/HOPE highlighted this fact when a long
time was expended attempting to collect a flat rock
that was too small for the gripper (2–3 cm).
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(3) remove the SaC front RTI dust cap, (4) capture
the SaC via its front RTI, (5) undock SaC from the
cradle, (6) align SaC in the LTF, (7) dock SaC to
LTF and release arm from it, (8) retract and stow
arm. Through the LEAD testing, the transfer sequence proved to be repeatable once alignment was
within ±10 cm.

Figure 20: Transferring SaC from rover to lander
The SHS was also demonstrated at night in complete
darkness to emulate operation in lunar permanently
shadowed regions (Fig. 2). With the illuminators onboard the rover and the lowlight sensitivity of the
workspace cameras, the SHS performance was unaffected.
9.1 SRG Characterization

Figure 18: Collecting a rock from the ground

Following the LEAD simulation, additional functional tests of the SRG were performed in a variety of
media. Forces required to excavate various media
were characterized along with the depth achieved and
weight of material collected. Rock handling, including selecting a specific sample of interest from a rock
bed, was also demonstrated (Fig. 22).

Figure 19: Rocks collected during LEAD/HOPE
The LEAD/HOPE also demonstrated the rover to
lander approach, completed in 48 minutes by operators that had seldom practiced this manoeuvre. The
Sample Canister transfer (Fig. 20) was then completed in 31 minutes without any issues, successfully
concluding the LEAD/HOPE simulation. The automated transfer sequence included having the arm: (1)
index the SaC, (2) store the SRG on the tool holder,

Figure 21: Scooping through frozen lunar simulant
The SRG was capable of retrieving a 120 g surface
sample from frozen and compacted lunar simulant
(CHENOBI) with 1.7% moisture content and density
of 1.4 g/cm3 (Fig. 21). The excavated depth was
25 mm, while vertical and horizontal forces on the
order of 30–50 N and 80 N respectively were re-
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quired. At 6.8% moisture, excavating any significant
depth in frozen and compacted CHENOBI was not
possible at up to 100 N and 120 N vertical and horizontal applied force. However a series of scoop, rake,
and rip commands successfully loosened and retrieved a measurable surface sample. This compares
with a 150 g sample of dry, loose sand at 1.6 g/cm3,
retrievable with < 40 N applied load in each the horizontal and vertical direction.
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The Apogy operator tooling to interface with the SHS
proved to be straightforward to use and played a key
role in enabling its successful demonstration during
LEAD.
The Sample Canister transfers were done with the
rover standing on the same plane as the lander. A
tilted lander/rover case (e.g., lander leg on a rock)
would require refinement of the approach used to be
validated.
11 CONCLUSION
This paper summarized the development and functionalities of the Sample Handling Subsystem, successfully demonstrated in 2019 by CSA. Video footage is available on the CSA web site [4]. The results
showed a reliable approach to acquire, store and
transfer rock and soil samples, under a lunar exploration scenario, by using straightforward tools and automation. While the prototypes built are at a proof-ofconcept stage, the architecture, designs and concepts
put forward all have a relatively clear path to flight.

Figure 22: Picking up a rock from a pile (initial rock
pile state inset)
10 LESSONS LEARNED
Remotely estimating rocks sizes is very challenging.
More practice and better tools are needed to enable
the operators to evaluate if a rock is within the handling range.
Cohesive materials can overfill the scoop, necessitating a means of scraping away overfill before storing.
This was done using the bottom front bar of the rover
chassis.
Picking rock from a pile is feasible (Fig. 22), and was
most flexible and successful when implemented with
a series of operator-commanded repositioning, push,
and pull commands compared to a fully automated
process. It is, however, operator intensive and more
time consuming.
Workspace camera geometry (2, roughly perpendicular) provided operators with sufficient information to
validate the tool alignment with the sampling targets.
A four DoF arm is sufficient for sampling, while two
other DoFs were needed to interact with the other
elements (SaC, rods, tool holder, LTF).
Having an impact mode on the scoop would likely
help excavate consolidated soils, but also increase
complexity of the device.
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